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GARDEN EDGING/
PLAYGROUND BORDER

CURVED 16’, 32’, 64’
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Tools needed: Hammer (to tap stake in place)

32’ KIT CONTAINS: Timbers x 8, Stacking Brackets x 16, Stake x 10. 
Plugs X 32, Caps x 10, Sleeves x 4

64’ KIT CONTAINS: Timbers x 16, Stacking Brackets x 32, Stake x 20. 
Plugs X 64, Caps x 20, Sleeves x 8

16’ KIT CONTAINS:

Stacking 
Brackets x 8

Plugs x 16

Caps x 5Stake x 5 Sleeves x 2
Composite 
Timbers x 4



Questions: 1800-914-9835

FRAMEITALL 101
• The anchor joints in your kit are designed to grip the ground tight, so your

garden edging will stay put even with frozen heaving ground.
• Our garden edging anchor brackets pivot 270 degrees,

allowing endless design options.
• Your tool-free straight modular border kit can also be combined with our

tool-free curved border kits to create more interesting designs.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 2:
Drive the stake level with the top of the bracket so the cap can snap onto the stake. If you 
have driven the stake too far into the ground, you can either pull the stake up (enough to 
put the cap) or simply apply gorilla glue to the cap onto the stake. 
Continue doing the same to all the stakes.

STEP 3:
Finish off each end of your border using 
the finishing sleeve to give your border 
that clean finished look! 

NOTE: If you are edging or bordering around a playground or garden that is enclosing itself, 
you won’t need the finishing sleeves and extra stakes. 

DID YOU KNOW? You can stack your landscape edging higher to create higher borders or to
create levels and cascading features? Simply order additional tool-free boards and snap-lock
stacking brackets (your kits come with anchor brackets). The modular design of all Frame It All
products means that you can add, stack, re-design or re-purpose your materials any time the
mood strikes.

STEP 1:
Layout your timbers along the borderline and connect each 
timber together by inserting the top of the stake through the 
bracket loops with the stake pointing to the sky. This enables 
you to freely position your border to get your desired location 
(refer to image on right      ).

When your desired location is achieved slide out your first 
stake, flip it around       and drive the stake point through the 
bracket loops and into the ground. 
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